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Abstract The production of thermal energy from solar energy by flat
collectors finds nowadays many applications due to their innumerable eco-
nomic and environmental interests. Currently, conservation of energy re-
sources has become a global priority. On the other hand, given the dizzy-
ing demand for energy, has led specialists to find new techniques, such as
renewable energies (solar, wind and geothermal). The present work is a
contribution, by numerical simulation, to the study of heat transfer in flat
solar collectors. On the basis of some experimental data, several simulation
calculations have been carried out in order to determine the influencing pa-
rameters allowing better performance of the sensors and ensuring a good
homogeneity of the temperature distributions. Based on the observation
that, due to the low thermophysical properties of the air used as heat trans-
fer fluid, solar air collectors rather give poor yields. It has been found very
useful to have ‘baffling’ obstacles of various shapes and forms in the solar
collector duct. This increases the thermal transfer of a coolant, which clearly
improves the thermal efficiency of the solar air collector. This article consists
mainly of studying the effects on heat transfer of turbulent forced convec-
tion by baffles of zigzag shapes, placed in a rectangular channel, using the
finite volume method. The pressure-velocity coupling has been processed by
the SIMPLEC algorithm. The results are presented in terms of the average
Nusselt number and temperature field for different positions.
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Nomenclature

Cf – friction coefficient
Cf0 – friction coefficient without baffles
D – distance between two baffles, m
Dh – hydraulic diameter of channel, m
Dω – crossing diffusion term, m/s
e – fin height, m
Gk – production of turbulent kinetic energy due to speed gradient, m/s
Gω – production of kinetic energy due to buoyancy, m/s
h – baffle height, m
H – canal height, m
k – turbulent kinetic energy, m/s
L – channel length, m
L1 – distance upstream of the first baffle, m
L2 – distance downstream of the second baffle, m
L3 – distance length between the outlet and the second fin, m
P – pressure, Pa
Re – Reynolds number
P – pressure, Pa
Pr – Prandtl number
Nu – Nusselt number
T – temperature, K
Tb – bulk temperature (the temperature of the fluid that is ‘far’ from the

wall), K
Tin – inlet temperature, K
TW – temperature of the lower and upper walls, K
Cpf – specific heat of fluid, J/kg K
Cps – specific heat of solid, J/kg K
Sk, Sω – source term for k and ω
ui – components of velocity in direction xi, m/s
uj – components of velocity in direction xj , m/s
U in – inlet velocity, m/s
Umax, V max – maximum velocity
U – average speed inside the channel, m/s
u, v – velocity of fluid in directions y, x, m/s
v – velocity vector, m/s
x, xi , xj , y – Cartesian coordinates, m
Yk, Yx – dissipation of k and ω, m/s
U – average speed through the section

Greek symbols

∆P – pressure losses
δ – fin width, m
ε – turbulent dissipation energy, m2/s2
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λ – thermal conductivity, W/m K
µe – effective viscosity, Pa s
µf – dynamic viscosity of fluid, kg/m s
ρ – air density, kg/m
ρf – density of air, kg/m3

ρs – density of solid, kg/m3

σk, σg, σt σω – constant value for the standard turbulence model of k-ω
τw – shear stress at the wall
Ψ – steam function
ω – dissipation rate of specific turbulence energy, m/s

Subscripts

in – inlet of the channel section
out – outlet of the channel section
t – turbulent
w – walls
f – fluid
s – solid

1 Introduction

Due to the insufficiency of heat exchange carried out in the plane air so-
lar collector between the fluid and the absorber, it is interesting to make
improvements for their better performance or better thermal efficiency. Ah-
met et al. [1] examined the effect of the geometric parameters on the steady
turbulent flow passing through a pipe with baffles. The effect of the ori-
entation and the distance between nine baffles on the improvement of heat
transfer was highlighted in this paper. Another experimental investigation
was carried out by Molki et al. [2] to evaluate heat transfer and pressure
losses in a rectangular channel with baffles.

Choudhury and Garg [3] used air-heating collectors with packed air flow
channels, the purpose being to create turbulence and so to increase the heat
transfer. Their theoretical study concluded that the use of obstacles (bed of
grain of given specific conductivity) was beneficial for heat transfer. How-
ever, the increase in the pressure drop, especially beyond 2 m in length of
collector requires a detailed optimization of the forms of grains.

Parkpoom et al. [4] investigated the influence of Z shaped baffle turbu-
lators on heat transfer augmentation in a rectangular channel. They found
that the, friction factor, Nusselt number and thermal performance char-
acteristics for the in-phase 45◦ Z-baffle are considerably higher than those
for the out-phase 45◦ Z-baffle at same operating condition. The in-phase
45◦ Z-baffle with larger e/H ratio provides higher heat transfer and friction
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loss than the one with smaller e/H while the shorter pitch length yields
the higher Nusselt numbar and , and thermodynamic enhancement factor
(TEF) than the larger one.

Kellar and Patankar [5] presented the fluid flow and heat transfer in two-
dimensional finned passages analyzed for constant property laminar flow.
The passage is formed by two parallel plates to which fins are attached in
a staggered fashion. Both the plates are maintained at a constant temper-
ature. Streamwise periodic variation of the cross-sectional area causes the
flow and temperature fields to repeat periodically after a certain developing
length. Computations were performed for different values of the Reynolds
number, Prandtl number, geometric parameters, and the fin-conductance
parameter. The fins were found to cause the flow to deflect significantly
and impinge upon the opposite wall so as to increase the heat transfer sig-
nificantly. However, the associated increase in pressure drop was an order
of magnitude higher than the increase in heat transfer. Streamline patterns
and local heat transfer results are presented in addition to the overall re-
sults.

In the paper presented is experimental analysis of a single pass solar air
collector with, and without baffle fin. The heat transfer coefficient between
the absorber plate and air can be considerably increased by using artifi-
cial roughness on the bottom plate and under the absorber plate of a solar
air heater duct. An experimental study has been conducted to investigate
the effect of roughness and operating parameters on heat transfer. The
investigation has covered the range of Reynolds number from 1259 to 2517,
depending on types of the configuration of solar collectors. Based on the
experimental data, values of Nusselt number Nu have been determined for
different values of configurations and operating parameters. To determine
the enhancement in heat transfer and increment in thermal efficiency, the
values of Nusselt have been compared with those of smooth duct under
similar flow conditions [6].

Menasrie and Moumi [7] established an empirical model for calculation
of the coefficient of thermal exchange by convection, during the air flow in a
rectangular duct, whose lower plan is equipped with baffles of rectangular
forms laid out in quincunx. By the method of the dimensional analysis,
they were able to relate all the physical, thermophysical parameters, and
the geometrical characteristics of the baffles, and according to the mode of
flow estimated a coefficient of exchange by convection.

Rajendra et al. [8] conducted an experimental work on the study of
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heat transfer and friction in rectangular ducts with baffles (solid or perfo-
rated) attached to one of the broad walls. The Reynolds number of the
study ranges from 2850 to 11500. The baffled wall of the duct is uniformly
heated while the remaining three walls are insulated. These boundary con-
ditions corresponded closely to those found in solar air heaters. Over the
range of the study, the Nusselt number for the solid baffles is higher than
that for the smooth duct, as well as for the perforated baffles. The friction
factor for the solid baffles is found to be 9.6–11.1 times of the smooth duct,
which decreased significantly for the perforated baffles with the increase
in the open area ratio. Performance comparison with the smooth duct at
equal pumping power shows that the baffles with the highest open area
ratio give the best performance.

An experimental study was conducted by Molki and Mostoufizadeh [9]
to investigate heat transfer and pressure drop in a rectangular duct with
repeated-baffle blockages. The baffles are arranged in a staggered fashion
with fixed axial spacing. The transfer coefficients are evaluated in the pe-
riodic fully developed and entrance regions of the duct. The presence of
the baffles enhances these coefficients. The entrance length of the duct is
substantially reduced by the baffles. Pressure drop and heat transfer data
are employed to evaluate the thermal performance of the duct.

2 Mathematical formulation

2.1 Geometry of the problem

The geometry of the problem is presented in Fig. 1. It is a rectangular
duct, equipped with two zigzag-shaped baffles, traversed by a stationary
turbulent air flow which satisfies the following hypotheses:

• physical properties of air are assumed to be constant.

• velocity profile is uniform at the channel entrance.

• flow is considered as steady.

• effects of induced buoyancy are supposed to be negligible.

• thermophysical properties of the fluid (Cpf , µ, λf , ρf ) and of solid
(Cps, λs, ρs) are constant and evaluated at the temperature of the
fluid at the entrance of the channel uniform temperature profile at
the channel inlet.
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• temperatures of the upper and lower walls are constant. Based on the
experimental work of Demartini et al. [12], it was decided to carry
out an air flow test under the following conditions: channel length
L = 0.554 m, channel height H = 0.143 m, fin height e = 0.08 m,
distance between the canal inlet and the first wing L1 = 0.223 m,
spacing between the two wings L2 = 0.152 m, distance between the
second wing and the channel outlet L3 = 0.179 m, hydraulic diameter
Dh = 0.14 m, Reynolds number Re = 5000, input velocity Uin =
0.45 m/s.

Figure 1: Representative diagram of the problem.

2.2 Governing equations

The flow equations (i.e., continuity, momentum) used to simulate the in-
compressible and steady flow of air in the given area of computation are
given by:

• Conservation of mass:
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• Conservation of energy inside the fluid:
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• Conservation of energy in the wall:
(

∂2T

∂x2
+

∂2T

∂y2

)

= 0 . (5)

2.3 Equations of turbulence

A comparative study was conducted on four models of turbulence, namely
the Spalart Allamaras model, the (k-ε) model, the (k-ω) model and the
Reynolds voltage model, which were evaluated through the resolution of
the Navier-Stokes equations. It has been found that the (k-ε) model is the
most accurate in predicting flow changes in the presence of baffles [10].

The chosen turbulence model allowed us to calculate the rapidly chang-
ing two-dimensional flux and also to anticipate the interactions with the
wall. Another advantage of the selected turbulence model is that the model
equations behave suitably in the regions both in the vicinity of the wall and
far away from it as well. The (k-ω) model is defined by two transport equa-
tions, one for the turbulent kinetic energy k and the other for the specific
dissipation rate ω [11]:
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here the overbar denotes an average.
In general, the main sources of errors in the Nusselt numbers results
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are the statistical uncertainty of the average surface temperature and fluid
mass temperature. The calculation is locked in a cycle and the difference
between wall temperature and bulk (average) temperature [5].

Tf,m = Tb(x) =

∫

Au (x, y) T (x, y) dA
∫

Au (x, y) dA
. (10)

The resulting on average value of the Nusselt number are as follows:

Nu (x) =
h(x)Dh

λf
=

qW Dh

λf (TW − Tb)
(11)

and

Nu =
hDh

λf
. (12)

2.4 Boundary conditions

(i) A uniform velocity was applied, as a boundary condition, and the
pressure was set to zero at the entrance to the computational domain.

(ii) Two horizontal walls of the computational domain were both held
at the constant temperature of 375 K. This constitutes a thermal
boundary condition.

(iii) Temperature of the fluid used was set at 300 K at the inlet to the
channel.

The finite volume method has been applied for the numerical resolution of
the system of equations described above. The SIMPLEC algorithm pro-
posed by Patankar [5] was used for pressure and velocity correction.

The Quick scheme is used for the discretization of the terms of convec-
tion and diffusion. A structured and non-uniform mesh was used, depend-
ing on the case under study, with a refined mesh in the areas containing
the baffles and near the walls, in order to capture the strong gradients of
temperature and velocity. Several tests were performed in order to ensure
that the results do not depend on the refining of the mesh. The iterative
procedure was continued until the residuals for all computing cells were less
than 10−8 for all the quantities analyzed.
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3 Results and interpretation

3.1 Mesh validation

Different grids were tested for the validity of the mesh and the accuracy
of calculations. The results have been obtained for horizontal and vertical
velocities Umax and Vmax, respectively, and stream function Ψ.

Table 1: Comparison of results for different mesh grids.

Parameter Unit
Mesh grid

40 × 10 50 × 15 60 × 20 70 × 25

Ψmax m2/s 0.08577815 0.08771847 0.0881338 0.08923231

Umax m/s 1.43087190 1.46323847 1.4701667 1.48849090

Vmax m/s 0.02343008 0.02396007 0.02407352 0.02437357

Parameter Unit
Mesh grid

80 × 30 90 × 35 100 × 40 110 × 45

Ψmax m2/s 0.09018343 0.09053433 0.09169389 0.092492267

Umax m/s 1.50435660 1.51021013 1.52955272 1.53898930

Vmax m/s 0.02463337 0.02472922 0.0250459 0.02530724

For the Reynolds number equal to 5000, the results are presented in Tab. 1.
For the remainder of the study, we chose the grid (100×40) which provides
a precision fit and a relative error between the values found less than 1.25%.

3.2 Validation of the model

To validate our numerical modeling, the results obtained were compared
with those reported in the work by Demartini et al. [13] who experimen-
tally studied the dynamic behavior of air flow inside the rectangular duct
equipped with plane baffles, with a Reynolds number equal to 5000. Com-
paring the results obtained for the axial velocity with the experimental
ones due to Demartini et al. [12], as presented in Fig. 2, and for the axial
position x = 0 m, one can note that the two series of results are in good
agreement.
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Figure 2: Validation of the numerical simulation with the experimental results
of Dermatini et al. [12], for the position x = 0.159 m.

3.3 Hydrodynamic aspect

Figure 3 shows that the velocity values are very low in the vicinity of the
two baffles, especially in the downstream regions, due to the presence of
the recirculation zones. The highest speed values appear near the top of
the channel, with an acceleration that begins just after the second baffle.

Figure 3: Contour of the axial velocity.
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Figure 4: Contour of the temperature total.

Figure 4 shows that the temperature of air in the recirculation zones
(after each fin) is substantially high. A drop in temperature in the areas
upstream of each fin is observed. The areas with highest temperature are,
for the most part, located in the vicinity of the walls and at the ends of the
fins.

Five sections were chosen to carry out the hydrodynamic study. These
are respectively: x = 0.159 m, 0.189 m, 0.225 m, 0.285 m, 0.315 m, 0.345 m,
and 0.525 m, with respect to the channel inlet.

Figure 5: Temperature profile upstream of the first baffle.
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Figure 6: Temperature profile downstream of the first baffle.

Figure 7: Temperature profiles upstream of the second baffle.
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Figure 8: Temperature profile near the channel exit.

The numerical results represented by the temperature profiles for the sec-
tions x = 0.159 m, and 0.189 m, are shown in Figs. 5–8. These sections are
located upstream of the first fin, located at x = 0.223 m from the entrance.

The presence of the first baffle located in the upper half of the channel
induces a sharp increase in temperature. Between the two fins, at the loca-
tions x = 0.225 m and x = 0.285 m from the inlet, the flow is characterized
by very high temperatures because the sections closest to the fins are always
better heated as shown in Fig. 6. It is found that the flow approaching the
second baffle, its temperature is increased in the lower part of the channel.
At the outlet of the channel, for x = 0.525 m, the temperature profiles in
Fig. 8 are presented. The values of the temperatures are decreasing since
the exit of the channel is approached. The section is remote from the fins.

The growth of the Nusselt number towards its maximum value, found
first in the central part, between the two fins and at the exit of the channel,
is the result of intense acceleration of the recirculation of the flow in this
zone that favors an increase in heat exchange Fig. 9.

The Nusselt number profile determined for different values of the Rey-
nolds number: 5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, and 25000, Fig. 10. The number
of Nusselt increases with the Reynolds number. These profiles present in
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Figure 9: Variation of the Nusselt number on the lower and upper walls of the channel.

Figure 10: Variation of mean Nusselt number versus Reynolds number along the upper
and lower wall of the channel.
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all cases the minimum and the maximum of the Nusselt number. The min-
imum value, located in the first part of the channel, is due to the beginning
of heating of air in the presence of the first fin which is in the upper half
of the channel and which induces a strong decrease of the velocity. The
Nusselt number increases with increasing Reynolds number of air. This is
because the Nusselt number depends on the rate of heat transfer.

4 Conclusion

The analysis of the results obtained made it possible to associate increases
in fluid temperature by the effect of baffles and fins at the outlet of each
section. The numerical results obtained and presented allow to analyze the
thermal behavior of a flow in a flat air solar collector with baffles. These
results are an important contribution to the enrichment of knowledge on
forced convection inside pipes.

The presence of the fins reduces the region of entry, it is in this part
where the thermal exchanges are more important. The temperature of the
air increases as soon as the fluid is again in contact with the baffles.

Finally, these swirling zones (recirculation) are responsible for local vari-
ations in the number of Nusselt along the surfaces of the baffles and the
wall, particularly at the lower side of the wall. The highest heat transfer
disturbances are obtained behind the second baffle and are caused by the
formation of hot pockets in these areas.

All previous studies on the thermal or dynamic behavior of the different
geometries of baffles does not ensure optimal models and hence of the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of each geometry used. So for future work, the
best proposed baffle geometry will be the one that will ensure the highest
heat transfer rate.

Received 27 May 2018
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